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Abstract
The present RDF is opaque in reusing the descriptions in ready-made metadata repositories. To enhance reusability of descriptions in RDF/XML, we need a unit for packaging a set of descriptions on a semantic schema level. And, we may need a new rule to handle a composite unit of not linear-fold but link-based or graph data structure, and serialize it to reuse.
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1 Introduction
This paper is a proposal from metadata communities for requirements to enhance reusability of metadata descriptions. The present RDF specification is opaque in using a particular metadata description as a base for another metadata description. In the following section, first, we observe the way of reusing descriptions in HTML, XML, and RDF(S). Next, we propose to introduce a new element of DC as a unit of reuse. Last, we consider a common way to enhance reusability.

2 Reuse
Reusing of descriptions is realized as partial sharing and localization of existing descriptions.

2.1 Partial sharing
To handle partial data units, link features are used in SGML/XML. For example, XLink provides facilities to indicate partial units in SGML/XML instances with some conditions.

Example 1
<any xlink:type="simple"
 xlink:href="#pointer(id(\%item\%)')"/>

Reference-Referent relationships are represented as link features extended by XLink. Addressing of partial units is supported by a fragment identifier # in URL, and conditions defined by XPointer.

Link features can be used not only to indicate objects but also to relate with some processes. The resultant descriptions appear after indicating location only, or with embedding processes. We say partial sharing in both of the cases.

2.2 Particularization
In reusing existing instances, in addition to the partial sharing, or referring and copying, it is useful to modify a part of the instances. This aspect can be expressed as particularization, localization, and, in term of OO ways, instantiation.

Example 2
The example 2 is a complete partial sharing of ready-made metadata. In the following, particular descriptions are modified.

Example 3
The example 3 is intended to use linked documents as a mold, and override the part of dc:date and dc:description.

3 Reusing in the present specifications
In the following, we observe how to realize the partial sharing and the particularization in the present specifications.

3.1 In HTML
Essentially HTML provides no facility for reusing descriptions.

Example 4
It is expressed as "sub-resources" in XPointer[4].

However, it is not undefined in the present specifications. And this will be a point of our proposal.
This is an ordinary example of metadata descriptions in HTML documents. For external documents, this kind of embedded metadata is not suitable for references, because there is no mechanism to refer to just head elements in HTML.

\[\text{Example 5}\]

The example 5 is a forced description. It is intended to indicate an external metadata file by a link element in a head element, and try to embed metadata by an element iframe. However, substantially, the element link is not available on the original purpose. And, iframe is originally not for embedding descriptions into raw data structures, but for setting other dimension for formatted HTML documents.

3.2 In XML

In XML many facilities are provided to indicate partial descriptions and the metadata.

3.2.1 Common XML

The example 6 is a list of bibliography, which is referred from another instance named ohyal.xml in the example 7.

\[\text{Example 6}\]

3.2.2 Common RDF

In the present SGML/XML style, metadata will be described in RDF.

\[\text{Example 9}\]

The following is an example of partial sharing.
In the example 10, the partial descriptions are referred in two ways. In the first rdf:Description, XLink features are used in an element include. Since RDF has no function to set link behavior, importing partial descriptions is indicated by XLink features. In the second, an attribute rdf:resource is used in a dc element. In the present RDF, ID, about, and resource are alternative referential attributes. Then, if we reuse ready-made descriptions in RDF, we must set referred targets in every possible elements in advance. For particularization, it is useful for the above first rdf:Description to be described as follows.

```xml
<rdf:Description about="#book1"/>
</dc:title>
</dc:description>
</Example 11>

The description is intended to override the element dc:title with the value ja in the attribute lang. As above, in order to set a scope for overridden resources, we use a new element set here. An attribute resource cannot be used for this purpose, because resource can appear only in empty elements, so we cannot handle sub-elements of rdf:Description with an attribute resource.

3.2.3 XML Namespace in RDF

RDF is a metalanguage not only for semantic definitions but also common descriptions to manifest Meta-Object relationship on a descriptive level. Then, for example, RDF can be used as a metalanguage for XML Namespace definitions. It is very beneficial to use XML Namespace resources as ready-made repositories. XML Namespace can be used as a system of ready-made description repositories because it makes possible to have structural sub-elements. The following example 12 is a localized partial description of an ISBN Namespace resource.

```xml
<top xmlns:a="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:b="http://xmlns.org/">
<localarea>
 xlink:actuate="onload"></set>
</localarea>
</Example 12>

The example 12 can be described with RDF as follows.

```xml
<top xmlns:a="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ss#"
xmlns:b="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:i="http://bazmni.ojya.civ.jp/nybib.rdf.xml"
 xlink:actuate="onload"></top>
</Example 14>

Example 13

In the example 13, rdf:Description is used as a unit packaging metadata. However, since referential attributes in RDF are alternative, we need other units for overriding the sub-elements. The element isbn:* works as such a unit. Setting a referred unit not on a syntactical level like defined element sets of RDF but on semantic schema like DC is valuable for overriding and reusing ready-made descriptions.

4 Proposal

To make RDF possible to be reused, we propose to set a new unit for a composite of Dublin Core elements. It is just like a package in the Warwick Framework. For convenience, I use package as the name. The package is defined as that

\[ PACKAGE = \{x|x is a set of DC elements.\} \]

The expected descriptions are as follows.

```xml
<top xmlns:a="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:b="http://xmlns.org/"
xmlns:i="http://bazmni.ojya.civ.jp/nybib.rdf.xml"
 xlink:actuate="onload"></top>
</Example 14>

This usage requires the present SGML/XML to be revised in syntactic or descriptive rules.

4.1 Descriptive rules

To make packaging units improved in usability with a way of overriding specific descriptions like the example 8, 11, and 13, we need to set a rule of abbreviation in descriptions. For example, it includes a rule of a filling-in direction like inheritance and propagation, priority, and so on.

As such a rule concerning descriptions, I presuppose the four stage: syntactic rules, descriptive rules, set phrases, and descriptive styles. These compose a hierarchy in the restrictive strength. The syntactic rule defines syntax of metalanguages like SGML/XML specifications. The descriptive rule restricts the descriptive power of metalanguages have originally. Abbreviation rules are defined on this level. The set phrase is a preserved set of elements. RDF is one of the set to manifest a Meta-Object relationship on a descriptive level. The last descriptive style includes common writing rules, e.g. cataloging rules, orthography and so on. Descriptive rule studies are

4The resultant is changed in notation from kuni to hēburn in Japanese.
5DCMI has provided a set of semantic elements. Then, I will not represent syntactic definitions here.
important to enhance reusability and persistency of SGML/XML descriptions.

5 Reusability with persistency

To be persist, descriptions need to be pure as the type and independent from the others. SGML/XML has deficiencies in this point.

5.1 Implicit and Explicit modeling

As a way to set a composite object there are implicit and explicit approaches[1].

In implicit modeling, related descriptions are embedded into base descriptions like the example 4. The resultant descriptions are unsuitable for reuse in that they are dependent on the context. In SGML/XML, explicit models are described with links in base descriptions like the above example 7 and 10. However, this way ensures independency of related descriptions, but not the base descriptions themselves, because they contain link features specific to related ones. In essence, base descriptions should be more pure than related descriptions like metadata, style definitions, schema, and so on. Then, we need a mechanism to ensure a relationship between base and related, or SGML/XML instances. It is very similar to a function of RDF in that RDF manifests a relationship between descriptions.

5.2 Sharing objects in link-based models

In SGML/XML, a composite unit linked to component descriptions is called a hub-document/instance. However, a hub-instance has a serious problem of a structural collision. There is no mechanism to mediate multiple data structures in SGML/XML.

Then, we presuppose that we may had better divide data models between linear-fold and link-based or graph data structures, and prepare mechanism to handle each model. In the present specifications, mechanisms to handle a link-based data model are devised for a single instance, e.g. Grove and DOM. To handle multiple link-based instances, we need especially a rule for serializing objects in link-based models to linear-fold descriptions ⁶. RDF can be used for the way to make them clear, and it is worth being verified. Reusability of the descriptions in RDF is important in this scene.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose to introduce a new unit for packaging a set of description on a schema level to enhance reusability of the descriptions. And, we consider necessities for reusing descriptions. This paper is in a series of our research on descriptive rules in SGML/XML.
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⁶Conversion from linear-fold to link-based objects may be supported with XML Namespace.